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The "new Imperialism" 1961 this book discusses the nature of china s current international reassertion of
itself and the thinking and attitudes which lie behind it it argues that the chinese leadership has a
strongly held view of its own high moral authority which emphasises inclusion equality and mutual
benefits and that this sense of morality underpins the driving forces for china s foreign policies the
geo strategic reasoning for outward expansion china s strategic culture the idealistic rationalization of
china s overseas activities the overall chinese worldview and china s vision of the chinese world order
based on original research into both writings for policy making purposes which indicate realistic
assessments of world politics and of china s international capacity and also narratives for public
consumption which have less emphasis on self interest and realpolitik the book approaches the subject
empirically and not through the lens of any international relations theory it highlights how china s
outward expansion has been characterized mainly by spreading influence through non use of force and
strategies of inclusiveness co operation and winning without fighting the book concludes however that
beijing s self privileging high morality may have the unfortunate consequence of reinforcing its own
behaviour which defies international order and which others disapprove of thereby increasing the
likelihood of non armed and armed conflicts
China's New Imperialism 2023-02-14 ������ ������������
ニュー・インペリアリズム 2005-06 ������������������������������������������ ����������������������� ���������� ���� �
��� ������������������ �� ����� ������� ����������������� ������
���������� 2005-01 �� ��������������
資本の帝国 2004-06 this is an open access title available under the terms of a cc by nc nd 4 0 international
licence it is free to read at oxford scholarship online and offered as a free pdf download from oup and
selected open access locations are algorithms ruling the world today is artificial intelligence making
life and death decisions are social media companies able to manipulate elections as we are confronted
with public and academic anxieties about unprecedented changes this book offers a different analytical
prism through which these transformations can be explored claudia aradau and tobias blanke develop
conceptual and methodological tools to understand how algorithmic operations shape the government of self
and other they explore the emergence of algorithmic reason through rationalities materializations and
interventions and trace how algorithmic rationalities of decomposition recomposition and partitioning are
materialized in the construction of dangerous others the power of platforms and the production of
economic value the book provides a global trandisciplinary perspective on algorithmic operations drawing
on qualitative and digital methods to investigate controversies ranging from mass surveillance and the
cambridge analytica scandal in the uk to predictive policing in the us and from the use of facial
recognition in china and drone targeting in pakistan to the regulation of hate speech in germany
Algorithmic Reason 2022-04-25 the spectacular rise of the yen in the mid 1980s has unleashed a new wave
of imperialism from japan its origins are traced to a series of crises and rivalries between the two
great capitalist powers japan and the usa to escape the high yen japanese capital is closing down



factories at home and shifting them overseas some are going to the advanced countries but the book s main
focus is on the search for cheap labour in southeast asia to make parts for japan s two leading
industries motor vehicles and electronics
Japan’s New Imperialism 2016-07-27 this study uses popular literature to offer a fresh account of
victorian manliness as it was transformed by imperial and colonial politics
Masculinity and the New Imperialism 2014-05-29 ������������ ����������������������������� ������������� �
�������� �������� �������������� ���� ����������� ���������������������������� ��������������� ����������
������
��� 1997 originally published in 1979 imperialism intervention and development provides an introduction
to key issues in international politics in the post world war ii era the emphasis is on conflict
particularly the confrontation between east and west and the contention between rich industrialised
nations and the poor developing nations the book debates the causes of western intervention expansion and
counter revolution in the third world and the consequences of that intervention for economic development
the spectrum and depth of the articles is both comprehensive and varied including examples of mainstream
academic perspectives on the issues examined incorporating many of the radical critiques of these
mainstream approaches other more basic material presupposing little prior knowledge in the field is
concerned is also included
Imperialism Intervention and Development 2018-11-09 with the terrorist attacks of september 11 2001 the
united states long war on communism was replaced by a perpetual war on terror the authors posit that this
neo imperialistic phase is but the latest development in a line of thought and action established after
world war ii but they say 2005 is not 1945 today they argue the united states uses its power to deplete
the resources of the developing world and to compel the rest of the world to remain dependent on american
management of the global economy contending that this situation is ultimately untenable they assert that
the united states is entering a period of deep crisis the best thing for american neo imperialists to do
to avert their worst nightmare a strategic and economic alliance among europe russia china and opec would
be to arrange for the orderly withdrawal of american power before it is too late for the human and
environmental security of the world when the soviet union collapsed in 1991 the cold war slowly gave way
to a new world order in which the united states was left as the lone superpower but the organizing
principle that would characterize the early 21st century was as yet unclear until the terrorist attacks
of september 11 2001 now it is clear that the long war on communism has been replaced by a perpetual war
on terror regardless of how long american troops remain in iraq and irrespective of further military
actions george w bush will continue to be a wartime president whose foreign policy is dominated by the
pentagon and yet the authors argue this neo imperialistic phase with its emphasis on eurasian oil
supplies is but the latest development in a line of thinking and acting in the world that was established
by such men as dean acheson and paul nitze after world war ii but 2005 is not 1945 and the united states
despite secretary of defense donald rumsfeld and vice president dick cheney s assertions is not



liberating iraq and afghanistan in the same way that u s forces liberated germany and japan it is not
reconstructing iraq or the former yugoslavia as it did when it rebuilt war torn western europe with the
marshall plan the united states with its thinly stretched military and deficit laden economy does not
possess the means to do so today instead the authors maintain the united states is simply depleting the
developing world s natural resources compelling the rest of the developed world to remain dependent on
american management of the global economy this situation is ultimately untenable the authors argue and as
a result the united states is entering a period of deep crisis the best thing for american neo
imperialists to do to avert their worst nightmare a strategic and economic alliance among europe russia
china and opec would be to arrange for the orderly withdrawal of american power before it is too late for
the human and environmental security of the world as a whole
The New American Imperialism 2005-10-30 �����������������
文化と帝国主義 2001-07 this book is a unique contribution to scholarship on the sources of the conflict in
ukraine the volume brings together writers from russia ukraine canada the united states europe and
australia many of whom attended a gathering of scholars and activists from all over ukraine held in yalta
crimea just after the conflict in eastern ukraine erupted challenging both the demonization of russia
which has become standard for western writing on the topic and the simplistic discourse of official
russian sources this book scrutinises the events of the conflict and the motives of the agents bringing
to the fore the underlying causes of the most critical flashpoints of the post soviet world order this
volume offers a refreshing profound perspective on the ukraine conflict and will be an indispensable
source for any student or researcher this book was originally published as a special issue of the journal
international critical thought
Russia, Ukraine and Contemporary Imperialism 2019-04-30 ������������������������ ������� ������ ���������
������ 1894 1984 ���� ������������ ������������������������� ������������������� ������������������������
夜の来訪者 2007-02 expand your political science knowledge with a book that explains concepts in a way anyone
can understand the global political climate is dynamic at times even volatile to understand this evolving
landscape it s important to learn more about how countries are governed political science for dummies
explores the questions that political scientists examine such as how our leaders make decisions who
shapes political policy and why countries go to war the book is the perfect course supplement for
students taking college level introductory political science courses political science for dummies is a
guide that makes political science concepts easier to grasp get a better understanding of political
ideologies institutions policies processes and behavior explore topics such as class government diplomacy
law strategy and war learn the specialized vocabulary within the field of political science help prepare
for a range of careers from policy analyst to legislative assistant political science crosses into many
other areas of study such as sociology economics history anthropology international relations law
statistics and public policy those who want to understand the implications of changing political
economies or how governing bodies work can look to political science for dummies it s the book thatcuts



through the jargon as it focuses on issues that interest readers
Political Science For Dummies 2020-07-27 a milestone in the understanding of british history and
imperialism this ground breaking book radically reinterprets the course of modern economic development
and the causes of overseas expansion during the past three centuries employing their concept of
gentlemanly capitalism the authors draw imperial and domestic british history together to show how the
shape of the nation and its economy depended on international and imperial ties and how these ties were
undone to produce the post colonial world of today containing a significantly expanded and updated
foreword and afterword this third edition assesses the development of the debate since the book s
original publication discusses the imperial era in the context of the controversy over globalization and
shows how the study of the age of empires remains relevant to understanding the post colonial world
covering the full extent of the british empire from china to south america and taking a broad
chronological view from the seventeenth century to post imperial britain today british imperialism 1688
2015 is the perfect read for all students of imperial and global history
British Imperialism 2016-03-02 this book will address a number of urgent themes in education today that
include multiculturalism the politics of whiteness the globalization of capital neoliberalism
postmodernism imperialism and current debates in marxist social theory the above themes will be linked to
critical educational praxis particularly to teaching activities within urban schools finally the book
will develop the basis for a wider political project directed at resisting and transforming economic
exploitation cultural homogenization political repression and gender inequality recent and widespread
scholarly attention has been given to the unabated mercilessness of global capitalism little opposition
exists as capital runs amok unhampered and undisturbed by the tectonic upheaval that is occurring in the
geopolitical landscape that has recently witnessed the collapse of the soviet union and the regimes of
the eastern bloc as we examine education policies within the context of economic globalization we attempt
to address the extent to which the pedagogy and politics of everyday life has fallen under the sway of
what we identify as cultural and economic imperialism finally the book raises a number of urgent
questions what are the current limitations to educational reform efforts among the educational left what
are some of the problems associated with certain developments within postmodern education how can a
return to marxist theory and revolutionary politics revitalize the educational left at a time when
capitalism appears to be unstoppable what actions need to be taken in both local and global arenas to
overcome the exploitation that the globalization of capital has wreaked upon the world
Teaching Against Global Capitalism and the New Imperialism 2005 the title is derived from a study of
hotspots around the world from october 2013 in africa the countries covered are south africa south sudan
tunisia egypt and palestine in the european arena the main focus is on ukraine and the impact of two
world powers on eastern europe president obama s speech to west point recruits yields some ideas on
foreign policy so does the document on us africa commercial agreement for the future the book also
includes some discussion on the us s pivot to asia together these policies point to what some visualize



as a new world order by 2010 a unipolar world has changed into a multi polar one which stresses the need
to democratize international institutions for global stability
World History 2014 500���������������� ������������������������ ����������� �� ���
The Age of Neo-Imperialism 2014-12-16 a timely exploration of the global explosion in xenophobia during
the covid 19 pandemic through a close analysis of four cases from around the world this book explores
prejudice toward groups who are thought to have caused and spread covid 19 the residents of wuhan and
black african communities in china ultra orthodox jewish communities in the united states united kingdom
and israel african americans in the united states and black asian mixed ethnic communities in the united
kingdom and white right wing groups in the united states and europe the authors examine stereotyping and
the false attribution of blame towards these groups as well as what happens when a collective is actually
at fault and how the community deals with these conflicting issues this is a timely cogent examination of
the blame and xenophobia that have been brought to the surface by the covid 19 pandemic
植民地化の歴史 2017-03 v g kiernan is recognised as one of the most remarkable historians of the 20th sensitive
to the tragic and ironic character of human history he addresses the origins consequences and legacies of
modern imperialism and colonialism
‘I Know Who Caused COVID-19’ 2021-10-06 in the final tumultuous years of the nineteenth century the
american government abandoned its traditional role in the field of foreign affairs when it adopted a
policy of imperial expansion this drastic change created a lengthy and fascinating if divisive national
debate between the imperialists and anti imperialists with charges and counter charges presentations and
rebuttals filling the pages of the nation s journals and echoing in the halls of congress and councils of
state this book which emphasizes the anti imperialist position spans the period between the beginning of
the debate in 1890 and the demise of the anti imperialist league in 1920 it examines in a basically
chronological context the interesting issues events ideas and organizations that were a part of american
anti imperialism and stresses the thought of the leading anti imperialists in relation to changing
incidents and circumstances it is based on a wide range of materials and unexploited sources of the
period and provides the first comprehensive treatment of the subject the text as well as contemporary
editorial cartoons conveys a vivid sense of the spirit and drama of the times the opponents of
imperialism insisted it would yield grave economic social military constitutional ethical and other
problems and that it constituted an inherent negation of the finest facets of our governmental heritage
they pointed out that the united states had always stood as the champion of liberty democracy equality
and self government and that imperialism denied these basic tenets the anti imperialists memorable
struggle was long and frustrating but eventually successful although the author concentrates upon the
exciting events and ideas of the period in question the reader will note at many points intriguing
parallels with various aspects of contemporary foreign affairs and the reaction to them
Imperialism and Its Contradictions 1995 this book considers literary images of japan created by david
mitchell kazuo ishiguro and tan twan eng to examine the influence of japanese imperialism and its legacy



at a time when culture was appropriated as route to governmentality and violence justified as root to
peace using david mitchell s the thousand autumns of jacob de zoet tan twang eng s the garden of the
evening mists and kazuo ishiguro s work to examine japanese militarists tactics of usurpation and how
japanese imperialism reached out to the grass root public and turned into a fundamental belief in
colonial invasion and imperial expansion the book provides an in depth study of trauma memory and war
from studying the rise of japanese imperialism to japan s legitimization of colonial invasion in addition
to the devastating consequences of imperialism on both the colonizers and the colonized the book provides
a literary discursive context to re examine the forces of civilization which will appeal to all those
interested in diasporic literature and postcolonial discourse and the continued relevance of literature
in understanding memory legacy and war
Anti-Imperialism in the United States 2016-11-11 ���� ���� ���� ���������������������� �������������
Japanese Imperialism in Contemporary English Fiction 2019-11-02 takes a diverse look at the development
of globalization this work contains an introduction by harry f dahms it also includes five chapters and
two commentaries from some of the most respected personalities in the field
地に呪われたる者 2015-11 this book aims at presenting and assessing imperialism as a theoretical concept it aims
to provide a comprehensive evaluation focusing specifically on the tension between marx s theoretical
system of the critique of political economy and the theories of capitalist expansion and domination
Globalization between the Cold War and Neo-Imperialism 2006-07-21 in the spirit of their last
collaboration apartheid and racism in south african children s literature 1985 1995 yulisa amadu maddy
and donnarae maccann once again come together to expose the neo imperialist overtones of contemporary
children s fiction about africa examining the portrayal of african social customs religious philosophies
and political structures in fiction for young people maddy and maccann reveal the western biases that
often infuse stories by well known western authors in the book s introductory section maddy and maccann
offer historical information concerning western notions of africa as primitive and then present
background information about the complexity of feminism in africa and about the ongoing
institutionalization of racism the main body of the study contains critiques of the novels or short
stories of eleven well known writers including isabel allende and nancy farmer all demonstrating that
children s literature continues to mis represent conditions and social relations in africa the study
concludes with a look at those short stories of beverley naidoo which bring insight and historical
accuracy to south african conflicts and emerging solutions educators literature professors publishers
professors of diaspora and african studies and students of the mass media will find maddy and maccann s
critique of racism in the representation of africa to be indispensible to students of multicultural
literature
Rethinking Imperialism 2009-10-09 cassels offers a novel perspective on the part played by ideology in
international relations over the past two centuries his treatment is not restricted to the familiar
totalitarian ideologies of communism and nazism but also includes conservatism liberalism and nationalism



the focus and emphasis given to ideology in an historical survey of such broad scope make this book
unusual and even controversial
Neo-Imperialism in Children's Literature About Africa 2008-12-28 this volume reiterates the relevance of
imperialism in the present as a continuous arrangement from the early years of empire colonies to the
prevailing pattern of expropriation across the globe while imperialism as an arrangement of exploitation
has sustained over ages measures deployed to achieve the goals have gone through variations depending on
the network of the prevailing power structure providing a historical as well as a conceptual account of
imperialism in its classical context this collection brings to the fore an underlying unity which runs
across the diverse pattern of imperialist order over time dealing with theory the past and the
contemporary the study concludes by delving into the current conjuncture in latin america the united
states and asia the changing face of imperialism will provide fresh ideas for future research into the
shifting patterns of expropriation spanning the early years of sea borne plunder and the empire colonies
of nineteenth century to contemporary capitalism which is rooted in neoliberalism globalization and free
market ideology with contributions from major experts in the field this book will be a significant
intervention it will be of interest to scholars and researchers of economics politics sociology and
history especially those dealing with imperial history and colonialism
Ideology and International Relations in the Modern World 2002-11-01 thomas jefferson advocated a republic
of small farmers free and independent yeomen and yet as president he presided over a massive expansion of
the slaveholding plantation system particularly with the louisiana purchase squeezing the yeomanry to the
fringes and to less desirable farmland now roger g kennedy conducts an eye opening examination of the gap
between jefferson s stated aspirations and what actually happened kennedy reveals how the louisiana
purchase had a major impact on land use and the growth of slavery he examines the great financial
interests such as the powerful land companies that speculated in new territories and the british textile
interests that beat down slavery s many opponents in the south itself native americans african americans
appalachian farmers and conscientious opponents of slavery he describes how slaveholders cash crops first
tobacco then cotton sickened the soil and how the planters moved from one desolated tract to the next
soon the dominant culture of the entire region from maryland to florida from carolina to texas was that
of owners and slaves producing staple crops for international markets the earth itself was impoverished
in many places beyond redemption none of this kennedy argues was inevitable he focuses on the character
ideas and ambitions of thomas jefferson to show how he and other southerners struggled with the moral
dilemmas presented by the presence of indian farmers on land they coveted by the enslavement of their
workforce by the betrayal of their stated hopes and by the manifest damage being done to the earth itself
jefferson emerges as a tragic figure in a tragic period mr jefferson s lost cause was a choice
outstanding academic title for 2003
The Economic Weapons of Neo-colonialism 1972 matches the latest exam let us supplement your ap classroom
experience with this easy to follow study guide the immensely popular 5 steps to a 5 ap european history



guide has been updated for the 2021 22 school year and now contains 3 full length practice exams that
reflect the latest exam comprehensive overview of the ap european history exam format hundreds of
practice exercises with thorough answer explanations review material and proven strategies specific to
each section of the test
The Changing Face of Imperialism 2018-01-02 ����� ���������� ��������������� ���������������
Mr. Jefferson's Lost Cause 2003-03-06 using a wide range of primary sources that include correspondence
diaries technical reports institutional minutes and periodicals andersen reconstructs the networks and
activities of britain s engineers while focusing on london as a centre of imperial expansion
5 Steps to a 5: AP European History 2022 2021-08-04 this is a lucid and well structured text dealing with
key issues in international affairs from the period of german unification to the aftermath of world war i
it provides excellent explanation and analysis of the central issues clarifies a notoriously complex
period of international history updates traditional books in this field of 19th and 20th century
diplomatic international history takes a thematic approach leads students through the main events and
reviews recent trends in historical debate and scholarship includes an annotated bibliography
consideration of the german problem and the balkan problem have taken on a new urgency and relevance with
recent developments in europe and this book provides an excellent introduction to the subject
自由論 2018-07 in this history of japanese involvement in northeast china the author argues that japan s
military seizure of manchuria in september 1931 was founded on three decades of infiltration of the area
this incremental empire building and its effect on japan are the focuses of this book the principal
agency in the piecemeal growth of japanese colonization was the south manchurian railway company and by
the mid 1920s japan had a deeply entrenched presence in manchuria and exercised a dominant economic and
political influence over the area japanese colonial expansion in manchuria also loomed large in japanese
politics military policy economic development and foreign relations and deeply influenced many aspects of
japan s interwar history
British Engineers and Africa, 1875–1914 2015-10-06 first published in 2015 routledge is an imprint of
taylor francis an informa company
The Great Powers, Imperialism and the German Problem 1865-1925 2013-06-17 robert m la follette 1855 1925
the republican senator from wisconsin is best known as a key architect of american progressivism and as a
fiery advocate for liberal politics in the domestic sphere but fighting bob did not immediately come to a
progressive stance on foreign affairs in the education of an anti imperialist richard drake follows la
follette s growth as a critic of america s wars and the policies that led to them he began his political
career with conventional republican views of the era on foreign policy avidly supporting the spanish
american and philippine american wars la follette s critique of empire emerged in 1910 during the first
year of the mexican revolution as he began to perceive a washington wall street alliance in the united
states dealings with mexico la follette subsequently became congress s foremost critic of woodrow wilson
fiercely opposing united states involvement in world war i denounced in the american press as the most



dangerous man in the country he became hated and vilified by many but beloved and admired by others la
follette believed that financial imperialism and its necessary instrument militarism caused modern wars
he contended they were twin evils that would have ruinous consequences for the united states and its
citizens in the twentieth century and beyond an excellent book as drake fully documents la follette s
warnings about world war i profiteers and the lust for power were fully justified then as now the
american people were lied to by the government and media and manipulated into the stink and blood of war
mark taylor the daily call scholars will value the insights into la follette s foreign policy education
the historian
The Making of Japanese Manchuria, 1904–1932 2020-03-23 this set re issues 4 volumes originally published
between 1985 and 1991 they examine the historical process of social formation that gave rise to the
communal consciousness of the arab nation and determined its sense of identitypresent detailed analysis
of resources in the arab world including population employment oil and water suppliesdiscuss dimensions
of afro arab co operation and the future of afro arab relationsanalyse the relations between state and
society in the arab world
Marxist Thought on Imperialism 2016-07-08
The Education of an Anti-Imperialist 2013-12-19
The Arabs & Africa 2012-05-09
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